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This white paper does not constitute an offer or invitation, or any other sale or

purchase of shares, securities, or any of the assets of the company. This white

paper describes the company’s business objectives and the issue by the

company of BNC Tokens. It has not been reviewed, verified, approved or

authorized by any regulatory or supervisory authority. This white paper has

been issued by Bitnet Global Limited on March 1, 2022. The purpose of this

white paper is to provide prospective purchasers with the information on the

company’s project to allow the prospective purchasers to make their own

decision as to whether or not it wishes to proceed to purchase BNC Token.

The following content and information provided herein is accurate to the best

of their knowledge and there are no other facts, the omission of which, would

make misleading any statement in this white paper. It may not be

comprehensive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship.

This document does not constitute the provision of investment or professional

advisory services.

The company does not guarantee, and accept legal liability whatsoever arising

from or connected to, the accuracy, reliability, or completeness of any material

contained in this document. It is the responsibility of prospective purchasers of

BNC tokens to undertake their own due diligence.







What is Crypto 
Staking?
Some blockchain protocols allow participants to earn additional

cryptocurrency (rewards) by contributing to the network. These

rewards can be earned in many different ways including staking and

inflation.

Simply put, crypto staking is a method through which investors can

earn rewards on their digital assets. By depositing their own

cryptocurrency back into staking platforms, investors provide

liquidity to the market and are rewarded by earning interest back on

their investment.



Benefits of 
Crypto Staking
By Staking tokens, users could earn passive rewards and bonuses.

Crypto holders can stake their tokens on the platform to enjoy a

variety of rewards. Moving forward, Token staking holding period

and staking benefits will be announced on each platform.



BNC Staking 
Aggregator
AI Based aggregator brings together trades across various decentralized finance

staking platforms into one location, saving users time and increasing efficiency

for cryptocurrency trades. As the name suggests, BSA system is spread out

across different blockchains such as Solana and Binance Smart Chain. Within

each blockchain is an ecosystem of isolated financial protocols.

While having a wide selection of different protocols is beneficial to diversify

investments and getting the best rewards from crypto staking, efficiency and

convenience are hindered since the financial information is spread vastly across

multiple protocols. That’s where AI aggregators thrive.

AI aggregators siphon the very best rewards and bonuses from DEXs, staking

services and liquidity pools into one place so that users can maximize their

rewards. Without an AI aggregator, users need to go to each platform on an

individual basis to compare prices that will generate the best deal for them.

Then, the user must manually execute each transaction using smart contracts.

While this strategy may be fine for casual crypto trading, it severely limits those

looking to implement advanced trading strategies.

Not only do aggregators pull the most benefits, but some AI aggregators even

offer a unique, user-friendly way to analyze and combine other users' staking

strategies via a convenient drag and drop mechanism. This way, users can create

an entirely new strategy of their own using the inspiration of other successful

traders. The drag and drop mechanism also helps users visualize complex

Staking protocols via blocks that can be built on top of one another.

Aggregators put UX/UI at the forefront, offering a far superior experience to the

traditional way of manually interacting with liquidity layers. As a result, this helps

users who are not as crypto-savvy as trading experts navigate the world of

Crypto Staking with ease.



While AI has certainly helped bring millions of new users to the cryptocurrency

market, there are still users who are intimidated by the sheer number of

protocols to choose from and industry-specific lingo. As a result, many crypto

enthusiasts prefer to simply hold cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin (BTC) in a wallet

without putting it to better use. With the advent of AI aggregators, new entries

to the industry can benefit from Staking Platform without having to understand

the technical complexities of trading, coding, blockchain, etc. An aggregator

gives power to these new users and helps them make better staking decisions.

In a decentralized economy such as this, it’s still important to centralize some

aspects of Crypto Staking for the sake of efficiency. AI aggregators bring

together the best of both worlds of centralized organization strategies and

decentralized finance protocols to create an important tool in this new, exciting

industry.



SOME OF TOP STAKING 
PLATFORMS 2022 



AI AGGREGATOR APPLICATION

LIST OF PLATFORM MONITORING



TOTAL SUPPLY

10,000,000,000 



BNC Token Launch
Bitnet Platform Creation
BNC Presale
BNC Swap Pool
AI Aggregator Testing 
Program

BNC AI Aggregator Project 
BNC Staking Platform
Centralized Exchange Listing 
(LBANK)
BNC Reward Program

Centralized Exchange Listing 
(GATE.IO)
BNC Reward Program
BNC Wallet Application

Centralized Exchange Listing 
(GATE.IO)
BNC Reward Program
BNC Debit Card Program



www.bnccoin.com


